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90 YEARS OF THE COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD
“Ivan Wilson Center: the
fine art of a-maze-ing the
students” by Scott Johnston

“Western plans
Homecoming”

“PFT going to be
tallest in Kentucky”

“Western to celebrate
25th anniversary”

“Herald wins highest
CSPA award”

“Western is not to have
debating team”

“Western bows in
double overtime” by
Tom Patterson

“The College Heights
Herald makes its debut”

1925

The College
Heights
Herald
debuted on
Jan. 29, 1925.
The first
edition of the
paper also ran
stories
detailing the
methodology
behind the new
paper itself,
along with
several campus
events.

1927

In this
instance,
Western
played the
University of
Louisville in
the first
football
homecoming
game.

“Our representatives in
the nation’s spotlight”

1930

Western is
known for its
reputation in
forensics –
speech and
debate. The idea
that at one time
such a team
might not have
existed is
strange, and yet
the fact remains
that the organization temporarily dissolved for
a time.

Women editors
play key role in
Herald history
BY ANDREW HENDERSON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The first Herald edition promised a yearly subscription fee
of $1. A single copy sold for
5 cents, and the school was
known as Western State Normal
and Teachers College, instead of
Western Kentucky University.
The introduction of the College Heights Herald was revolutionary.
When President Henry Hardin Cherry launched the paper,
it gained immediate popularity
from students and faculty alike.
Basketball coach E.A. Diddle
said, “I think that the founding
of the College Heights Herald is
the biggest step we have taken
toward the making of a bigger
and better hill.”
What editor-in-chief could receive such accolades?
Simpson county native Frances Richards had the privilege
thrust upon her.
In an interview with American
historian Lowell Hayes Harrison, Richards recalled the day
she was chosen to be editor-inchief.
“One morning at chapel, President Cherry announced that
the school was going to have a
newspaper,” Richards said. “He
called me to the office one day…
And they told me that they had
picked me as the first editor.”
Despite not having any experience in journalism, she led the
Herald to a second place finish
for best college news in the state
in 1927 and first in the same category in 1930.
The decision to put a woman into a position of power,
five years after the Nineteenth
Amendment’s
ratification,
seemed unlikely.
Linda Lumsden, former WKU
journalism professor, said it was
amazing that the first editor-inchief was a woman.
Despite there being more
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1950

1931

This edition
included a
commemoration
of the Western’s
history, but also
marks several
accomplishments like the
completion of
building projects
and a milestone
of enrollment –
600 freshmen.
The Herald also
announced its
transition into a
semi-monthly
newspaper with
this edition.

After 25
years of
publication,
the Herald
won a
Scholastic
Crown award
from the
Columbia
Scholastic
Press
Association.
The national
award looks
for the best
journalism in
various entry
forms.

1956

1968

Even back in
1956 WKU
worked to make
a name for itself.
Between the
basketball team
and the “Western Debating
Team,” the
university found
itself on the way
to national
recognition.

Moving up
in the
world –
literally.

“Community holds
midday services”

“Erasing Western:
“Photographer to
WKU continues
Speak at MMTH”
branding transition
which started in 2007”

2005

2011

Every once in a
while, students still
catch themselves
calling the university “Western” for
old time’s sake. For
a number of
students, “WKU”
has mostly cemented itself as the
“official university
name.” Now if only
they could get
everyone on board
with “DSU”…

Eugene
Richards, a
renowned
photojournalist, spoke
to students at
the university interested
in pursuing
careers in the
industry.

1971

“Towel waving became
symbolic because of
Diddle’s Superstitions” by
Tom Beshear

1978

1973

Did you know
that WKU once
made it into the
NCAA Final
Four? The joy
was short-lived
as the NCAA
vacated WKU’s
appearance after
an investigation
found Jim
McDaniels
signed a professional contract
and accepted
money during the
season.

It’s safe to
say that FAC
has always
remained a
bit of a
mystery,
apparently
even since its
opening day.
It’s nice to
know that
some things
don’t change.

Traditions
and superstitions often
go hand in
hand, and
WKU’s
signature red
towel is no
exception to
the trend.

“Speaker urges ‘revolution’
against nuclear advocates”
by Gary Elmore
“Race relations
improved, affirmative
action officer says” by
Monte Young

2001

1983

1979

The tragic
events of
September 11,
2001 rocked the
world. Students
and community
members came
together in the
aftermath to
mourn the
hundreds of lives
lost. The Herald
documented the
event in the
9.12.01 extra
edition.

At the height
of fear involving nuclear
war, WKU
hosted Roger
Molander, a
guest speaker
who urged
students to
protest the
government’s
inaction.

After years of
racial tension
on the hill,
WKU took
major steps
toward equality
among
students.

Former professor receives literary honor
BY SHELBY ROGERS

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Kentucky Writers Hall of Fame
bestowed another honor onto a wellknown former WKU professor.
Jim Wayne Miller joined the ranks of
other notable Kentucky authors when
he was inducted on Wednesday night
at The Carnegie Center for Literacy and
Learning in Lexington.
The North Carolina native spent 33
years as a professor of German language and literature until his 1996

death. His poetry garnered countless
accolades and praise, but according to
his wife and fellow English professor
Mary Ellen Miller, none hold a candle
to this induction.
“I’m very elated,” she said. “I really do
think it was the most prestigious award
he ever received.”
To be eligible, writers must be deceased, published, someone whose
writing is of enduring stature and connected in a significant way to Kentucky.
The only exception to eligibility requirements in this class was Wendell

Berry, a contemporary of Miller who
has frequented WKU to read his works.
“Wendell Berry’s name is unusual in
that he’s the only living writer, and this
year for whatever reason they allowed
to admit one living writer,” Mary Ellen Miller noted. “I don’t know if they’ll
make that a practice or just this one
time, but I’m awfully glad.”
Other inductees included Berry,
gonzo journalist Hunter S. Thompson,
African-American poet Effie Waller
Smith, novelist Elizabeth Hardwick

SEE PROFESSOR PAGE A2

Fresh adds more international options
BY JESSICA VOORHEES

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Fresh Food Company will increase their international food options
this semester, as well as provide halal
meals for students every Thursday.
Steve Hoyng, resident district manager for the WKU Restaurant Group, said
he hopes the options provide more
students with a sense of belonging at
the university.
“We try to do it as authentic as possible,” he said. “It’s like a little touch of
home.”

Gary Meszaros, assistant vice president for business and auxiliary services, said Fresh Food Company introduced the halal meals last semester,
after meeting with the International
department and realizing the demand.
Halal meals contain food that is prepared under Islamic guidelines, outlined in the Qu’ran. For example, pork
isn’t allowed, and other meat must
come from animals that were blessed
in the name of Allah before being
slaughtered.
Meszaros said the Muslim students
who eat the halal food use paper plates

and plastic utensils because the reusable dishes washed in the machine
have been used to hold pork for other
meals.
Shanda Blair, food services director,
said the food is halal-certified and purchased at an extra cost.
Hoyng said Fresh Food Company
served an average of 150 to 200 portions of the halal meals, each Thursday.
“It isn’t a whole lot,” he said. “We're
just trying to do what we think is right.”
The Fresh Food Company will continue to serve halal meals at the sauté

SEE FRESH PAGE A2
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Notice something different about the front page? Here's why.

It's Throwback Thursday for the Herald
today. We've taken the opportunity
to celebrate our 90th anniversary
numerous ways this issue, but one of
the biggest ways is recreating the very
first Herald masthead on today's front
page. The Jan. 29, 1925 masthead
features a quote from Henry Hardin
Cherry and a $1 subscription fee.

New legal clinic opens Friday

FRESH

BY LASHANA HARNEY

station, this semester on Thursdays.
Meszaros said if students respond
well to the food, he would consider
dedicating one of the kitchens to preparing halal food all the time.
Hoyng encouraged all students to
try the meals.
“I feel it's important that all students try it,” he said. “Food is a part of
education.”
The Fresh Food Company will also
dedicate various days throughout
the semester to serving international
food from a specific country.
Last semester they featured cuisine
from Ecuador and Brazil.
Vedrana Forsythe, Fresh Food Company location manager, said she picks
a few countries from the top five
most populous international student
groups and serves some of their traditional dishes.
Hoyng said the food allows international students to feel included on
campus.
“We want to let the students know we
appreciate them being here,” he said.
Forsythe said this semester, The
Fresh Food Company will feature
special dishes for Mardi Gras and
Chinese New Year, as well as a SouthAsian meal.
Hoyng said it will provide an opportunity for all students to experience
diverse food and cultures.
“We're trying to educate the students and if we're going to be a true
international college, we need to have
these availabilities,” he said.

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

After years of planning and preparation, WKU’s Student Legal Services
Clinic opens Friday.
Julie Shadoan, professor of paralegal
studies and director of the clinic, said
some organizational changes slowed
the process of starting the clinic, but
the pace picked up a year and a half
ago.
“Realistically, I’ve been working on
it off and on for four years,” Shadoan
said.
The clinic is located in Tate Page Hall,
Room 252. The clinic will be available
for all WKU students, including parttime students, transfer students, international students and students on
regional campuses.
The clinic offers advice, counseling,
representation and referrals.
Madisonville graduate student
Kelsey Luttrell, who works at the clinic, said the office covers a wide range
of areas, including family law, traffic
violations and landlord/tenant disputes.
Luttrell said since the Student Legal
Services Clinic is new, she fears students will not know that legal services
are available on campus.
“My biggest goal is that every student
on campus will know about us and
will be able to utilize our services,” she
said.
Luttrell said she doesn’t want students to be afraid of visiting the office.
“Students can just come in and ask
questions,” Luttrell said.
Students can also email the clinic 24/7
and call any day of the week from noon

PROFESSOR
Continued from FRONT

and writer/translator Guy Davenport.
“The people on that list are extremely impressive,” Mary Ellen Miller said.
“They’re thought-provoking and it
brings back a lot of memories. I’m just
delighted.”
The hall of fame nominees go
through three rounds of review. The
general public can nominate writers,
which are then sifted through a recommendation committee comprised of
former state poets laureate. The Carnegie Center’s Hall of Fame Creation

to 4 p.m. to set up an appointment,
she said. The clinic plans to purchase
equipment to Skype with students who
cannot make regular office appointments.
Luttrell said the clinic is there to
make legal help more available, affordable and simple.
Legal representation could cost students $300 per hour with the average
attorney. The clinic would only charge
$30 an hour.
“Students are already paying a lot to
be here,” she said. “The last thing that
they need is to pay even more money
for these legal problems.”
Luttrell said students are coming to
the age where they will begin to encounter rental agreements, car accidents and more.
“We want to be able to relieve the
burden of legal stress on students,” she
said.“…We don’t want students to be
so bogged down by legal problems or
so stressed out that it affects their education and subsequently their ability to return to WKU and further their
education.”
The clinic is in the process of obtaining a student-fee to cover the cost
of an in-house attorney for next fall.
Luttrell said the university will discuss
the student fee in February.
Student Government Association
President Nicki Taylor said SGA passed
a resolution in support of the clinic and
the creation of a $4 student fee to provide for an in-house attorney.
Taylor said the clinic will play a big
part for students.
“It may not be something every student uses, but something every student will be at risk to use,” she said.

The clinic is funded by federal grants
with some financial support from
WKU’s School of Professional Studies.
Luttrell said once the student fees are
approved the fees will help fund the
clinic as well.
Shadoan said the clinic currently receives services from about 12 volunteer attorneys. The list of volunteer attorneys may change depending on the
need of the students, Shadoan noted.
The clinic plans to host two educational programs throughout the semester on topics pertaining to legal
issues that students may encounter.
Shadoan said the clinic is unique
because it is tied to an undergraduate
academic program.
“There are really none in the country
that are tied to an undergraduate program,” Shadoan said. “Most are tied to
a law program or a student affairs program.”
Shadoan said because the clinic is
tied to an undergraduate program,
the clinic plans to have internships for
paralegal students in the fall.
Luttrell said the clinic has strict confidentiality policies and students can
fill out a student satisfaction survey to
rate the clinic.
“We definitely will be particularly
interested in the areas that we can improve,” Luttrell said. “…We are going
to mold and shape our procedures to
what the students need.”
Luttrell said there is definitely a need
for the clinic.
“It’s not a question of whether or not
WKU needs it, it’s just a question of
when,” she said. “I’m very proud that
the university has supported us in having the clinic now, rather than later.”

Committee makes the final selection.
Mary Ellen Miller accepted the award
on her late husband’s behalf and read
two of his poems.
“I’ve narrowed it down to two poems
because it’s a very happy occasion,”
she said Tuesday.
Jim Miller’s writing continues to inspire WKU students, especially seen
in the submissions for the Jim Wayne
Miller Poetry Contest held by the English department each year.
Winchester senior Savannah Osbourn of Winchester submitted a free
verse poem to the contest last year and
received an honorable mention.

“I think it’s so encouraging to the
students that someone so impressive
came from a small college like WKU,”
the creative writing and French double-major said.
Osbourn said she enjoyed Mary Ellen Miller’s creative writing course and
had always wanted to submit to the
contest.
“We students take for granted that
we have people like Dr. Miller here. It
really connects you to the history of
Kentucky.”
Kentucky Educational Television recorded the induction ceremony to be
aired at a later date.

Continued from FRONT

Correction

Due to a Herald error, an A1 story
regarding the budget in Tuesday’s
issue reported that the university
saw a boost in revenue. The state
government experienced that,
which means university officials
hope translates into no cuts at the
hands of the state.
The Herald regrets the error.
The College Heights Herald corrects all confirmed errors that are
brought to reporters’ or editors’
attention. Please call 745-6011 or
745-5044 to report a correction, or
e-mail us at editor@wkuherald.com

JANUARY 29, 2015
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SGA resumes meetings for spring semester
BY ANNA LAWSON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Student Government Association held its first meeting of the semester on Tuesday evening. The meeting
did not include any unfinished business.
However, the meeting did serve as
an opportunity to welcome back the
student government after winter break
and briefly discuss the upcoming semester.
After Jay Todd Richey, the speaker of
the senate, called the meeting to order
SGA President Nicki Taylor opened the
meeting with a few announcements
about new positions available.
The first of which is a new chair for

the Cultural Diversity and Affairs Committee, which was created last fall.
The committee hears issues dealing
with minorities on campus.
Seth Church, SGA chief of staff, previously held the position. The position is
only open to members in SGA.
“I’ll be keeping my involvement with
the committee to make sure it keeps
up the good work,” Church said.
SGA is also looking for a new public
relations director. Interviews were held
Tuesday night.
SGA also appointed Megan Skaggs as
the director of Academic and Student
Affairs.
Taylor announced that she plans on
having a meeting with President Gary
Ransdell, Howard Bailey, vice president of Student Affairs and Bryan Rus-

sell, chief facilities officer, to discuss
the student legal services as well as the
topic of alcohol on campus. She plans
to report back with what happens at
the next meeting.
Richey spoke about how he hopes
the senators will take initiative and listen to the campus community.
“You were elected into this position,
and we will be having elections at the
end of this semester,” Richey said. “It’d
be very wise to just speak to people
about what concerns they have on
campus— what issues they’d like addressed.”
Tyler Scaff, campus improvements
committee chair, said that his highest
priority for him is the Safety Walk, in
which SGA representatives and WKU
officials inspect the campus for loca-

tions in need of improvements, regarding safety.
Toward the end of the meeting, Andrea Garr-Barnes, director of the Office
of Institutional Diversity and Inclusion,
was introduced as a guest speaker.
Garr-Barnes said that she isn’t seeing anyone from SGA in her office and
requested a stronger partnership with
SGA.
“I want to talk about the things that
you want to see on this campus,” she
said. “I want you thinking that if I had
a choice between money and people,
I would take the people collaboration.”
The next SGA meeting will be held on
Feb. 3, where a resolution regarding a
limited smoking campus is planned to
be discussed and voted on.

New MFA pending approval later this year
LASHANA HARNEY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
A new graduate program
awaits final approval before it
can start accepting applications
for the fall.
The Board of Regents approved a Master of Fine Arts degree type in the creative writing
program on Friday.
Robert Hale, English department head, said the program
still has not been fully approved.
“We still have two hurdles to
overcome before this becomes
real,” Hale said. “We’re in the final stages of being approved by
the (Council on) Postsecondary
Education for Kentucky and we
have to be approved by SACS,
the accrediting body.”
Hale said the department
should know about the approval from CPE in February and the
approval from SACS in March.
“We’re hoping that we know
everything by the end of March,
at the very latest, but accrediting groups can take longer than
you want,” he said.
David Bell, associate professor of English, said the English

department worked hard all
year to get the program ready
for the approval process.
“Everybody went for it,” said
Bell.
If approved, the two-year
residential program will begin
in the upcoming fall semester.
Tom Hunley, associate professor of English, said he feels
relieved now that the process
is coming to an end and is confident the program will be approved.
“It’s exciting that we are finally getting to the point where
it’s being administratively approved,” said Hunley. “It’s exciting to start recruiting new students and to get to know new
faculty.”
During the course of the program, students will complete
48 credit hours of graduate
course work and will complete
internships. Students prepare
to become proficient writers
of novels, short fiction, literary
nonfiction, poetry and scripts.
“The scriptwriting piece that
we’ve got is pretty unusual for a
MFA program,” Hale said. “We
see that as a way to really work

WOMEN

Continued from FRONT

women in the journalism profession
today, she believes a glass ceiling persists for top jobs.
“Discrimination continues in pay
and promotions,” Lumsden said.
Lumsden also said that journalism
attracted women in those times because a degree wasn’t needed.
“It was a great way for a lively young
woman to be mobile in the public
sphere and have a voice,” Lumsden
said.
Women continued to have a voice af-

with our really growing film major.”
Hale said students must also
have a secondary emphasis in
addition to their main track of
study. Secondary emphases
can be in literature, composition and rhetoric or teaching
English as a second language.
“That is one of the things
that makes our program pretty
unique,” Hale said. “…We really
want to make sure that when
students graduate, they have
options for what they’re going
to do.”
Hunley said another unique
factor to WKU’s proposed program is the creative writing
pedagogy. Students will learn
how to teach creative writing and will gain experience
through teaching composition
classes.
Bell said some students pursue the MFA for artistic reasons.
Instead of writing part-time,
students can attend graduate school where writing is the
main focus. Students are also
prepared to work in copywriting, publishing or advertising.
“We are focusing on the pro-

fessional side, the career side of
things, as much as the artistic
side of things,” he said.
If approved, the university is
accepting six applicants for the
fall of 2015. Hale said the university will provide the selected
applicants with tuition waivers
and stipends.
Hunley said the program
may not be as competitive at
first due to the program’s initial
start up.
“We will draw more students
down the road,” Hunley said.
“In the future, it will be very
competitive.”
Hunley said students will
submit writing samples, a statement of purpose and their
grades. However, he said writing samples will be the most
important factor.
“We’re learning as we go and
inventing the wheel,” Hunley
said. “We’re looking for a lot of
promise in the writing.”
Hale said most of the program is funded internally within the English department and
isn’t taking away from any of the
other programs in the department.

Bell said even before he started teaching at WKU seven years
ago, the English department
desired to create the MFA program.
“It never quite got off the
ground for a variety of reasons,”
he said.
However, over the past two
years Gordon Emslie, provost
and vice president for Academic Affairs, helped the English
department get the program
ready for the approval process,
Bell said.
Bell said the demand for Creative Writing MFA programs
has picked up over the past 30
years, and he believes several
students will apply to WKU’s
program, if the program is completely approved.
“It’s a new phenomenon,” he
said. “…Demand is not going to
be an issue for this program.”
Bell said this program could
boost WKU’s reputation.
“It’s going to raise the profile
of the university, the Potter’s
College and the English department,” he said. “…This is the
kind of thing that puts us on the
map.”

For Crime Reports go to WKUHERALD.com
ter the early years of Richards.
Even more recently, three of the past
five editors at the Herald have been
women.
For Joanna Williams, spring 2014
editor-in-chief, being a woman
wasn’t the only unique aspect of her
tenure.
“There haven’t been a lot of AfricanAmerican editors at the Herald, and I
take great pride in being one of them,”
Williams said.
Taylor Harrison, fall 2014 editor-inchief, took pride in knowing how the
Herald had been open to people of different races, genders and ethnicities

since the days of its formation.
“Since I’ve been around, the Herald’s been good about having different genders and races and ethnicities
represented and that’s important,” she
said. “It’s nice to know that the Herald’s
done that from the beginning.”
Tessa Duvall, fall 2012 editor-in-chief,
found Richards an incredible story,
given the time period.
“Many national and international
papers didn’t get around to doing that
until decades later,” Duvall said.
Kristina Goetz, spring 1998 editor-inchief, said the job was all about protecting a legacy.

#HopeIs

“It’s something people believe in and
have supported for many decades,”
Goetz remarked.
All four of these women attribute
much of their successes back to the
Herald.
“The skills I gained there I couldn’t
have gained from class or internships
alone,” Duvall said.
Regardless of gender, the editors
saw the Herald as one unified family.
“No matter what position you hold,
when you walk into the student publication building you feel like it’s a second home,” Williams said.
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SGA resumes meetings for spring semester
BY ANNA LAWSON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Student Government Association held its first meeting of the semester on Tuesday evening. The meeting
did not include any unfinished business.
However, the meeting did serve as
an opportunity to welcome back the
student government after winter break
and briefly discuss the upcoming semester.
After Jay Todd Richey, the speaker of
the senate, called the meeting to order
SGA President Nicki Taylor opened the
meeting with a few announcements
about new positions available.
The first of which is a new chair for

the Cultural Diversity and Affairs Committee, which was created last fall.
The committee hears issues dealing
with minorities on campus.
Seth Church, SGA chief of staff, previously held the position. The position is
only open to members in SGA.
“I’ll be keeping my involvement with
the committee to make sure it keeps
up the good work,” Church said.
SGA is also looking for a new public
relations director. Interviews were held
Tuesday night.
SGA also appointed Megan Skaggs as
the director of Academic and Student
Affairs.
Taylor announced that she plans on
having a meeting with President Gary
Ransdell, Howard Bailey, vice president of Student Affairs and Bryan Rus-

sell, chief facilities officer, to discuss
the student legal services as well as the
topic of alcohol on campus. She plans
to report back with what happens at
the next meeting.
Richey spoke about how he hopes
the senators will take initiative and listen to the campus community.
“You were elected into this position,
and we will be having elections at the
end of this semester,” Richey said. “It’d
be very wise to just speak to people
about what concerns they have on
campus— what issues they’d like addressed.”
Tyler Scaff, campus improvements
committee chair, said that his highest
priority for him is the Safety Walk, in
which SGA representatives and WKU
officials inspect the campus for loca-

tions in need of improvements, regarding safety.
Toward the end of the meeting, Andrea Garr-Barnes, director of the Office
of Institutional Diversity and Inclusion,
was introduced as a guest speaker.
Garr-Barnes said that she isn’t seeing anyone from SGA in her office and
requested a stronger partnership with
SGA.
“I want to talk about the things that
you want to see on this campus,” she
said. “I want you thinking that if I had
a choice between money and people,
I would take the people collaboration.”
The next SGA meeting will be held on
Feb. 3, where a resolution regarding a
limited smoking campus is planned to
be discussed and voted on.

New MFA pending approval later this year
LASHANA HARNEY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
A new graduate program
awaits final approval before it
can start accepting applications
for the fall.
The Board of Regents approved a Master of Fine Arts degree type in the creative writing
program on Friday.
Robert Hale, English department head, said the program
still has not been fully approved.
“We still have two hurdles to
overcome before this becomes
real,” Hale said. “We’re in the final stages of being approved by
the (Council on) Postsecondary
Education for Kentucky and we
have to be approved by SACS,
the accrediting body.”
Hale said the department
should know about the approval from CPE in February and the
approval from SACS in March.
“We’re hoping that we know
everything by the end of March,
at the very latest, but accrediting groups can take longer than
you want,” he said.
David Bell, associate professor of English, said the English

department worked hard all
year to get the program ready
for the approval process.
“Everybody went for it,” said
Bell.
If approved, the two-year
residential program will begin
in the upcoming fall semester.
Tom Hunley, associate professor of English, said he feels
relieved now that the process
is coming to an end and is confident the program will be approved.
“It’s exciting that we are finally getting to the point where
it’s being administratively approved,” said Hunley. “It’s exciting to start recruiting new students and to get to know new
faculty.”
During the course of the program, students will complete
48 credit hours of graduate
course work and will complete
internships. Students prepare
to become proficient writers
of novels, short fiction, literary
nonfiction, poetry and scripts.
“The scriptwriting piece that
we’ve got is pretty unusual for a
MFA program,” Hale said. “We
see that as a way to really work
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women in the journalism profession
today, she believes a glass ceiling persists for top jobs.
“Discrimination continues in pay
and promotions,” Lumsden said.
Lumsden also said that journalism
attracted women in those times because a degree wasn’t needed.
“It was a great way for a lively young
woman to be mobile in the public
sphere and have a voice,” Lumsden
said.
Women continued to have a voice af-

with our really growing film major.”
Hale said students must also
have a secondary emphasis in
addition to their main track of
study. Secondary emphases
can be in literature, composition and rhetoric or teaching
English as a second language.
“That is one of the things
that makes our program pretty
unique,” Hale said. “…We really
want to make sure that when
students graduate, they have
options for what they’re going
to do.”
Hunley said another unique
factor to WKU’s proposed program is the creative writing
pedagogy. Students will learn
how to teach creative writing and will gain experience
through teaching composition
classes.
Bell said some students pursue the MFA for artistic reasons.
Instead of writing part-time,
students can attend graduate school where writing is the
main focus. Students are also
prepared to work in copywriting, publishing or advertising.
“We are focusing on the pro-

fessional side, the career side of
things, as much as the artistic
side of things,” he said.
If approved, the university is
accepting six applicants for the
fall of 2015. Hale said the university will provide the selected
applicants with tuition waivers
and stipends.
Hunley said the program
may not be as competitive at
first due to the program’s initial
start up.
“We will draw more students
down the road,” Hunley said.
“In the future, it will be very
competitive.”
Hunley said students will
submit writing samples, a statement of purpose and their
grades. However, he said writing samples will be the most
important factor.
“We’re learning as we go and
inventing the wheel,” Hunley
said. “We’re looking for a lot of
promise in the writing.”
Hale said most of the program is funded internally within the English department and
isn’t taking away from any of the
other programs in the department.

Bell said even before he started teaching at WKU seven years
ago, the English department
desired to create the MFA program.
“It never quite got off the
ground for a variety of reasons,”
he said.
However, over the past two
years Gordon Emslie, provost
and vice president for Academic Affairs, helped the English
department get the program
ready for the approval process,
Bell said.
Bell said the demand for Creative Writing MFA programs
has picked up over the past 30
years, and he believes several
students will apply to WKU’s
program, if the program is completely approved.
“It’s a new phenomenon,” he
said. “…Demand is not going to
be an issue for this program.”
Bell said this program could
boost WKU’s reputation.
“It’s going to raise the profile
of the university, the Potter’s
College and the English department,” he said. “…This is the
kind of thing that puts us on the
map.”

For Crime Reports go to WKUHERALD.com
ter the early years of Richards.
Even more recently, three of the past
five editors at the Herald have been
women.
For Joanna Williams, spring 2014
editor-in-chief, being a woman
wasn’t the only unique aspect of her
tenure.
“There haven’t been a lot of AfricanAmerican editors at the Herald, and I
take great pride in being one of them,”
Williams said.
Taylor Harrison, fall 2014 editor-inchief, took pride in knowing how the
Herald had been open to people of different races, genders and ethnicities

since the days of its formation.
“Since I’ve been around, the Herald’s been good about having different genders and races and ethnicities
represented and that’s important,” she
said. “It’s nice to know that the Herald’s
done that from the beginning.”
Tessa Duvall, fall 2012 editor-in-chief,
found Richards an incredible story,
given the time period.
“Many national and international
papers didn’t get around to doing that
until decades later,” Duvall said.
Kristina Goetz, spring 1998 editor-inchief, said the job was all about protecting a legacy.

#HopeIs

“It’s something people believe in and
have supported for many decades,”
Goetz remarked.
All four of these women attribute
much of their successes back to the
Herald.
“The skills I gained there I couldn’t
have gained from class or internships
alone,” Duvall said.
Regardless of gender, the editors
saw the Herald as one unified family.
“No matter what position you hold,
when you walk into the student publication building you feel like it’s a second home,” Williams said.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Herald dedicated
to excellence

This is the first-ever comic from the first-ever issue of the College Heights Herald. It’s interesting to note how the spelling and
concept of a “dude” has evolved.
The 1950s editions of the Herald contained an unbelievable amount of smoking advertisements in lieu of political cartoons. This
ad just so happened to be an illustration, and we thought it was representative of the time it was drawn.
In the aftermath of the Civil Rights Movement, many issues of the Herald made note of the ongoing clashes as WKU’s campus
evolved to be rightfully inclusive. This illustration is most representative of university opportunities in the early 70s.
The Herald still strives to convey serious issues in an amusing and direct way. After WKU dropped twenty spots on Trojan Condoms’
annual university health ranking, the Herald encouraged WKU to find its way around the bedroom.

Through
the
years:
9 alternatives to reading the Herald

A

fter 90 years, we like to think we’ve
learned a thing or two about this
whole journalism shtick. We were
by no means the first source of news on
campus, and very rarely in our history
have we been the only one.
1900-1925: Before the first issue of the
College Heights Herald in 1925, only two
publications were prevalent on campus in their rampant and racist glory.
The Green and the Gold instructed the
young ladies of Potter College circa 1902
on the ways to remain modest, as well
as the history of Bowling Green settlers
conquering the “savage Indians.” The
Elevator had a fairly successful run with
columns on political happenings, but
reflected the unfortunate values of society at the time with columns such as
“What shall we do with the negro?”
1930s: Students Weekly was initially
a rudimentary pamphlet publication
beginning in the 1930s. It began by
including many personals that it saw
as interesting to others whether it be
“the muses about your rheumatism,

heartaches… or what have you,” before transitioning into a faculty community paper.
1940s & 1950s: The business-centric
attitude of the country was evident in
the independent publications in the
area. Most were small books including
news related to Bowling Green Business
University and the successes of prominent business men, such as the T ‘n’ T
publication. Sports programs including
detailed information about the upcoming game with pictures and statistics
were consistent in gameday releases.
1960s: The ‘60s were filled with independent publications from a variety of
members on campus. One of the most
popular, Apocalypse, appeared late in
the decade with an aggressive mission to
publish any and every point of view. The
publication caught some flak for allowing
African American oriented content and
responded by submitting a column to
the Herald that welcomed any challenges
to their content with open arms.
1970s: Political unrest of the decade

translated into several independent
publications across campus. Expatriate was created by former Herald staff
members “who could no longer conscientiously continue to work under
conditions that included a corruptlystructured publications board, an administration sycophant for an advisor
and direct interference by the president
of the University.”
1980s: As the rest of the country took a
(what we can now call) odd turn in fashion in culture, tailored interests began to
pop up more prominently across campus. SGA provided Hill Talk as an effort to
focus on political issues and controversy
on campus, and the Kentucky Museum
issued newsletters to announce events
and discuss collections in Fanlight.
1990s-2000s: The past 25 years have
been full of technological advances. It’s a
feat if you can find journalists who agree
on what the term means and where the
industry will end up. The satirical Big Red
Tool supplements campus news with appropriately inappropriate humor.

The Herald turns 90 today.
Looks pretty good for its age, right?
You have probably
noticed that throughout the paper the Herald editorial board has
produced content that
celebrates our history.
We did this because
we take pride in the
Herald’s influence and
CAMERON history on this campus.
From the newspaper’s
LOVE
foundary in 1925, it has
been a mainstay at WKU.
We take pride in our national reputation. The Herald has received 15 national Pacemakers—the premier award in
college media—and is a member of the
Associated College Press Hall of Fame.
We were just named the best university
newspaper in Kentucky for the second
year in a row.
However, what matters more than
awards or recognition is whether or
not we are serving you, the reader, and
the entire WKU community.
It’s hard to balance what today’s media landscape demands. Often, I wonder if our audience wants the Herald to
be a WKU-focused BuzzFeed.
Combine that with an average student’s attention span, and you get an
editorial board very confused and
stressed on how to produce the best
content to inform our readership.
However, I think it is essential not to
sell our audience short on what is expected from the Herald.
Yes, college students aren’t as quick
to pick up a newspaper as they were
40 years ago. The Internet provides a
wealth of outlets for instant information, and readers don’t have to pay
anything to be informed.
However, I think that this often gets
misconstrued as “college students
don’t want to read real news.” Older
generations label us apathetic and
blissfully ignorant to major world
events and issues.
That statement is incredibly false.
We’re seeing tuition increases at
frightening frequencies, a disconnect
with state and federal higher education plans and fees we don’t even know
we’ve been paying throughout our
college career. Now more than ever,
WKU students need the Herald to be a
watchdog for them.
The No. 1 question we must keep in
mind is, “Will this story impact/matter
to students?”
The Herald news staff is dedicated this
semester to producing stories that matter, those that directly impact students.
News is a two-way street, and a little
help never hurts. Each experience on
the Hill is unique, and we want to capture as many perspectives as possible.
Please send ideas for stories to cameron.love@wku.edu. Have a letter or
commentary you’d like to have published on the opinion page? Email
opinion@wkuherald.com.
Although the future of news seems
to be in Twitter, listicles and quizzes, I
think paying attention to our readership will help the Herald thrive for another 90 years.
After all, the Herald has long been
WKU’s go-to source for campus news.
We don’t plan on stopping anytime
soon.

NOT YOUR TYPICAL WOMAN

Agent Carter challenges sexism with style
OPINION@
WKUHERALD.COM

WILL
HYDE
Not Your
Typical
Woman:
Leading ladies
with super
powers

Series
introduction: Though 2015
just began, it’s proven
to be the year that TV
shows begin to feature
strong, smart women
of all types. Women
on the small screen
are now represented
with more diverse
and complicated roles
than ever. Interestingly, this trend is closely
linked to the rise of the
Marvel and DC television productions.

Continuing Marvel’s ambitious new
line-up, “Agent Carter” brings viewers
the full package.
Peggy Carter, known by most of the
world from her brief romantic entanglement with Captain America, continues her life as she struggles to succeed in a male-centric world, after his
apparent death.
Marvel’s Carter focuses on the
agent’s struggle to endure through
post-WWII sexism, masculine ignorance and strict gender roles. In each
episode, Peggy Carter seeks to prove to
the men around her that she’s the real
deal. With a quick wit, flawless curls
and blood red lipstick, Carter makes
taking down bad guys look easy.
The first episode begins with Carter defending herself against a well-
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trained spy. She manages, with some
irony, to disarm him using her household kitchen items.
As the camera pans across the room,
Carter inventively smashes her assailant with refrigerator doors and burns
him with the stove top before eventually throwing him out of the kitchen
window.
Carter, though not initially physically
threatening, proves her tactical prowess time and time again. Undercover,
she takes on men using calculated
technique. In episode two, “Bridge and
Tunnel,” Carter confronts an armed
man, twice her size, with enough grace
to avoid wrinkling her top.
“Agent Carter” is an important milestone for contemporary TV. She takes
on gender expectations of the past,

especially ones still held today. Ideas of
daintiness and weakness are reversed
and preconceived notions of beauty
and softness are tossed aside.
Carter proves that it’s not only okay
to be feminine and smart, but that being tough doesn't automatically equate
to being manly. Even when going into a
mission that is sure to result in physical
combat, she refuses to sacrifice her image and well-maintained style.
“Agent Carter,” though set decades
in the past, connects to viewers on an
intimate level. She rejects the gender
constructs of her day, redefining stereotypes viewers still hold, proving
that being feminine and being tough
are not mutually exclusive.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Advertising Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

HELP WANTED
Double Dogs of Bowling Green is hiring cooks!
Apply in person Monday thru Friday
between 2pm and 4pm.
1780 Scottsville Road.
Top Dollar Potential Earnings!
Great Working Atmosphere!

Community Organizer Position Opening
with Kentuckians For The Commonwealth
Position located in Warren County. Competitive pay
and good benefits. Read more and apply at
www.kftc.org/jobs

FOR SALE
BUY-SELL-TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records!
Also: Comics, CDs, Toys, CCGs, RPGs, more!
The Great Escape Records & Comics
2945 Scottsville Rd. (Near Greenwood Mall)
615-782-8092

FOR RENT
One bedroom apartment; 1 block from campus;
$420/month. (270) 282-4478.
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but
cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when
asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD
SOLUTION

SUDOKU

ACROSS
1 Neutral hue
5 Book of legends?
10 Irreverent radio
host
14 Become painfully
dry
15 Airboat area
16 Narrow margin
17 Hardly noticeable
amount
18 Black-eyed peas
dish
20 Like some Netflix
movies
22 Wore a belittling
look
23 Notable gap
26 More pleasant
27 Pretend nothing’s
going on
31 Empty the recycle
bin, e.g.
32 Petri dish gel
33 Cast off
37 Informal pass
38 “Also sprach
Zarathustra” composer

41 Miner issue
42 Reunion attendee
44 Third Pillar of Islam
subject
45 Short stroke
47 Brunch fare
50 Bygone Detroit
brewery
52 Gas leak warnings
53 Starts a revolution
55 Comparable to, with
“with”
59 Country star with an
un-countrylike name
62 What “will keep us
together,” in a 1975 hit
63 Hamburg’s river
64 “Transcendental”
Liszt piece
65 Blunted blade
66 Downhill coaster
67 Pitching scout’s
device
68 Lowly worker
DOWN
1 Bounce back
2 Uppercut target

3 It’s tender in
Johannesburg
4 Market advances
5 Picnic area barrel
6 __-Face: duplicitous
Batman foe
7 __ cat
8 Rock concert gear
9 Dreidels and
pinwheels
10 Adds to a
conversation, as a
remark
11 “A Visit From
St. Nicholas” poet
Clement Clarke __
12 Seat finder
13 Delight
19 Frau’s refusal
21 Draws back in fear
24 Hairbrush targets
25 Gable/Gardner
classic set in Africa
27 Actress Olin
28 __ hygiene
29 Pearl Harbor locale
30 Led to
34 Native Arizonans

35 Obama attorney
general Holder
36 Bit of hail damage
39 Swiss luxury
watchmaker
40 Strict
43 Deserved
46 Source of TV
revenue
48 “Crikey!”
49 Midday tryst
50 Compete in a bee
51 34-Down, e.g.
53 Luau strings
54 Arg. miss
56 Religious leader
associated with the
ends of the four longest
puzzle answers
57 State as fact
58 Great Barrier __
60 Future bloom
61 Oral health org.
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A photo mashup of Cherry Hall. Date of archived photo not provided. Photo provided by WKU Archives. ILLUSTRATION BY ERICA LAFSER/HERALD

The number of people in Bowling
Green has changed, but the spirit still
remains. Most of the old buildings on
campus have seen many faces. They
seem the same— maybe a few cracks
and some weathering over the years.
We, as a community, have come a
long way, but the buildings still remain. These photos were manipulated to compare and contrast the past
scenes with the present. Erica Lafser
and Leanora Benkato combine their
recent photos with old photos from
the WKU Archives.
A photo mashup of students working out in a fitness room at Preston Center. Archive photo provided by WKU
Archives. ILLUSTRATION BY ERICA LAFSER/HERALD

throwback

thursday

A mashup of downtown Bowling Green. Date for archival photo not provided.
ILLUSTRATION BY ERICA LAFSER/HERALD

A mashup of the Colonnade. Archive photo circa 1928-1930. Photo provided by the
WKU Archives. ILLUSTRATION BY LEANORA BENKATO/HERALD
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Freshman Sydney Johnson and sophomore Isaac Barnes are practicing the play "The Hatmaker's Wife" in Gordon Wilson Hall on Tuesday. PHOTOS BY ASHLEY COOPER/HERALD

Back to Business

Theatre department begins rehearsals for two major productions
BY MADISON MARTIN

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Although the spring 2015
semester has barely started,
WKU’s Department of Theatre
& Dance is rehearsing for its
biggest productions.
An upcoming play is already
“hitting the ground running,”
according to Louisville senior
Samya Monem.
Monem serves as the assistant director for “The Hatmaker’s Wife,” a fairly new play
written by Lauren Yee. The
story focuses on two couples one a young pair who recently
moved in together, and the
other an immigrant couple
with a hatmaker husband who
treasures his craft perhaps
more than his own wife.
Beginning with only a readthrough before the winter
break, the cast and crew have
five weeks to prepare before
the show premieres at the
Gordon Wilson Lab Theatre
on Feb. 26.
Although often comedic in
nature, the play encompasses

Freshman Sydney Johnson
practices her lines during
rehearsal in Gordon Wilson Hall
on Tuesday.

Sophomore Ethan Corder and freshman Aaron Schilling rehearse their lines for the play "The Hatmaker's Wife" on Tuesday.
many “whimsical” and “magical” elements, according to
director and instructor of theater, Carol Jordan.

This statement is highlighted by the fact that the young
woman only learns of the old
couple because the wall starts

speaking and reveals their
story.
“It’s not a strictly realistic
play,” Jordan said.

The production features
only seven characters, and
many of those roles were filled
by fresh actors.
“We actually have three
freshmen in the major roles,”
Monem said. “It’s a young cast,

SEE THEATRE PREVIEW
PAGE B3

Malaysian cartoons on display until next week
BY TREY CRUMBIE

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

An assortment of political cartoons by Malaysian cartoonist, Zulkiflee Anwar Ulhaque, commonly known as Zunar, hang on the wall
of the Mass Media and Technology Hall gallery. The gallery will
remain open until Feb. 6. WILLIAM KOLB/HERALD

Political cartoons exist to
incite reactions from people,
ranging from disgust, happiness, sorrow and indignation. These illustrations can at
times commemorate current
events as effectively as words
alone.
Students, faculty and staff
will have the option to see
some of these powerful drawings until the end of next
week.
The work of Zulkiflee Anwar
Ulhaque, also known as Zunar,
will be displayed in the gallery
of Mass Media and Technology Hall as part of an exhibition. The Malaysian cartoonist

attempts to highlight the injustices and corruption of his
country through his work.
The 41 featured cartoons
include recent political commentary. One cartoon in particular criticizes Prime Minister of Malaysia, Najib Razak,
and his handling of the Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 crisis, in
which a Malaysian plane went
missing last March and was
never recovered.
Zunar visited WKU last September where he spoke about
the Malaysian government
censoring his work. Zunar has
been harassed and arrested by
his government for his work.
“I told police, ‘I will draw until the last drop of my ink,’” he
said. “‘If you want to stop me,

you must stop the ink supply
coming to Malaysia.’”
In a January interview with
The Washington Post, Zunar
denounced the attack on the
offices of Charlie Hebdo, a satirical newspaper in France,
which left 12 dead and 11 injured. The magazine attracted
controversy for publishing
depictions of the Prophet Muhammad.
“Any disagreement over the
said cartoons should be responded in a civilized manner,
i.e., intellectual discourses,
open debates and other civilized damage-control methods,” he said. “Even though we

SEE CARTOON GALLERY
PAGE B3
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COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD

AGAIN
JUDGED THE BESTUNIVERSITY
NEWSPAPER IN KENTUCKY
KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION, 2015

EXCELLENCE IN NEWSPAPERS

ADVERTISING EXCELLENCE

FIRST PLACE
General Excellence – Herald staff
Editorial – Herald staff
Column – John Greer
Sports column – Elliott Pratt
Sports feature story – Elliott Pratt
Investigative story or series – Tyler Prochazka
General news picture – Brian Powers
Feature picture – Brian Powers
Sports picture essay – Jabin Botsford, Ian Maule,
Adam Wolffbrandt
Sports section – Herald sports staff
Lifestyle section – Herald features staff
Front page – Herald staff
Website – wkuherald.com

FIRST PLACE
Real estate – Herald ad staff
Multiple advertiser sig page – Zach Tatoian
Entertainment/dining – Herald ad staff
Ad series – Steven Charny
Holiday/miscellaneous – Herald ad staff
Newspaper promotion – Steven Charny
Online/digital – Herald ad staff

SECOND PLACE
Breaking news coverage – Jacob Parker, Jackson
French, Josh Newell
Sports feature story – Jonah Phillips
General news picture – Brian Powers
Sports picture essay – Luke Franke
Special section – Herald staff
Sports special section – Herald sports staff
Headline – Herald staff
THIRD PLACE
Breaking news coverage – Shelby Rogers
Investigative story or series – Tyler Prochazka
Business story – Mackenzie Mathews
Multimedia – Jonah Phillips, Kreable Young, Tyler
Essary, Cameron Love
General news picture – Luke Franke
Picture essay – Jabin Botsford
Sports picture essay – Mike Clark
Sports special section – Herald staff
Editorial page – Herald staff
HONORABLE MENTION
Breaking news picture – Ian Maule
General news picture – Abbey Oldham
Best sports picture – Demetrius Freeman

SECOND PLACE
General excellence – Herald ad staff (top
finisher among university publications)
Financial – Zach Tatoian
Multiple advertiser sig page – Zach Tatoian
Special sections – Steven Charny
Special publications – Zach Tatoian
Ad series – Zach Tatoian
Special events – Herald ad staff
Newspaper promotion – Peyton Hobson
THIRD PLACE
Financial – Zach Tatoian
Furniture – Zach Tatoian
Clothing store – Zach Tatoian
Special sections – Zach Tatoian
Special publications – Zach Tatoian
Ad series – Peyton Hobson
Newspaper promotion – Zach Tatoian
HONORABLE MENTION
Real estate – Steven Charny
Special publications – Herald ad staff
Use of color – Zach Tatoian
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THEATRE PREVIEW

Continued from Life

but they’re really impressive.”
Jordan said the design team will be
made entirely of students as well, an
unusual occurrence for a main stage
performance.
“I hope that (the audience) will really enjoy it,” Jordan said. “I hope they
will find it funny, and I also hope they’ll
find it moving, because I think it is a
play that manages to be hilarious but
also really powerful in the end.”
The department is also producing
“The Marriage of Figaro,” a Mozart opera about marriage, deceit and convoluted plots.
Wayne Pope serves as the musical director and orchestra conductor for the
production.

CARTOON GALLERY
Continued from LIFE

do not agree with the contents, we
should respect the cartoonists’ rights
to express their views.”
Tim Broekema, WKU photojournalism professor and the gallery committee chair, said he enjoys the cartoons
and that it was unfortunate that Zunar

The comedic opera serves as social
commentary of the era.
“We have servants working right
along aristocracy, right alongside and
teaching aristocracy a lesson,” Pope
said. “That was a big move at that time.”
Pope said the entire process benefits
all involved.
“It’s a great learning process,” he said.
“We always love our product and just
the opportunity to do great music, and
it’s a great performing opportunity. We
do everything just like it’s a professional organization.”
Casting for “Figaro” took place in
October, but Pope said work began as
early as April 2014. Students cast in the
production were expected to practice
individually over winter break.
Performances take place March 2729 in Van Meter Hall.

gets punished for his work.
“The fact that he’s been arrested and
harassed by his government for actually
saying these things is scary,” he said. “…
We should work within a society where
we can say things without prosecution.”
The exhibition is on loan from the
University of Louisville’s Center for
Asian Democracy. The gallery will run
until Feb. 6.

Study Abroad fair on Feb. 4
BY SHELBY ROGERS

NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU’s Study Abroad and Global
Learning office will again satiate
students’ wanderlust with a Study
Abroad fair.
The event will be held from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. on Feb. 4 on the second
floor of the Downing Student Union.
In recent years, the biannual event
has brought in hundreds of students
to look at programs spanning the
globe.
One of the most popular is Harlaxton College, which was recently
awarded the best study abroad
program in America by bestcollegereviews.org.
This semester, the fair will focus
largely on WKU's faculty-led programs: Semester at Sea and the
Harlaxton College partnership with
the University of Evansville.
Katherine Hale, a study abroad
advisor, said Harlaxton and Semester at Sea are consistently two of the
most popular programs.
"With our office, we have some
partner programs that are incredibly
popular because of our close relationship with them," she said. "We've
sent over 200 students to [Harlaxton]… Semester at Sea is another
big point of interest."

Hale said the fair is an efficient way
for students to get their questions
answered directly by those leading
the various programs.
"The fair is really the best opportunity in the whole semester to find
lots of different programs in one
place," she said. "Everything is in
one place, and it's an easy way for
students to compare their options."
Leslie Ford, graduate assistant
for the office of Study Abroad and
Global Learning, said it's the "onestop shop" for everyone involved.
"The study abroad fair is for the
benefit of the student," she said.
"It gives them an opportunity to
see the options available, they can
talk to alumni who've been on the
program, ask about scholarship opportunities, and financial aid."
The fair will also include T-shirt
giveaways and scholarship drawings.
Students aren't the only ones
getting help. The event benefits the
Study Abroad office as well.
"It’s a good chance for us to meet
students who are interested," Ford
said. "We can talk to them about
things they can learn at the fair… It's
a good time for faculty to have an
audience for their programs. Sometimes students aren't aware of all
the opportunities and places."

113 W. 15th Ave
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-
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is
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storm windows on all windows & new automatic garage
door opener. Detached garage is 16x20. Call Today!
mls20140147,

$66,000

Dr. Penny Masden-Copas
Realtor®
270-991-5551
www.doctorpmc.com
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WOMEN's
BASKETBALL

Nov. 7 - BELLARMINE W 102-55

Nov. 14 - CENTRAL ARKANSAS W 93-57
Nov. 7 - COLORADO W 79-78 OT
Nov. 20 - albany w 63-54
Nov. 23 miss. state l 77-88
Nov. 25- louisville l 67-89
Nov. 28 - Tulane W 69-64
Nov. 29 - hofstra w 70-65
DEC. 1 - alabama A&M W 96-44 0t
DEC. 4 - OLE MISS W 98-69
DEC. 6 - ALABAMA STATE W 93-54
DEC. 16 - AUSTIN PEAY W 91-68
DEC. 21 - BALL STATE W 84-59
DEC. 29 - BELMONT W 66-50
JAN. 4 - MARSHALL W 67-61
JAn. 8 - charloyye w 76-61
jan. 10 - old dominion w 76-60
jan. 15 - florida atlantic w 80-43
jan. 17 - fiU w 81-42
jan. - 22 utep w 80-74
jan. 24 - utsa l 63-64

b4
SWIMMING BRIEF

Men's

BASKETBALL
nov. 15 - austin peay w 77-70
nov. 18 - minnesota l 76-54
nov. 22 - belmont l 64-63
nov. 25 - stony brook l 71-61
nov. 27 - saint joseph's w 62-59
dec. 3 - bowling green state w 62-52
dec.6 - murray state l 93-81
dec. 13 - ole miss w 81-74
dec. 17 - chicago state w 75-60
dec. 20 - louisville l 76-67
dec. 27 - brescia w 89-42
dec. 29 - alice lloyd w 104-62
jan. 4 - marshall w 81-62
jan. 8 - charlotte w 74-66
jan. 10 - old dominion w 72-65
jan.1 5 - florida atlantic w 88-85 ot
jan. 17 - fiu w 65-58
jan. 22 - utep w 71-66 ot
jan. 24 - utsa w 83-74

Craddock honored as swim
team travels to Marshall
BY JONAH PHILLIPS

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Lady Topper Swim
and Dive team travels to
Huntington, West Virginia
to take on conference foe
Marshall this weekend
for its final meet before
Conference USA championships.
The team travels to Huntington after one of its own
has been honored as the
C-USA swimmer of the week
for the third time this season.
The league announced
on Tuesday that junior
Michelle Craddock gained
the honors for the first time
in her career.
Craddock helped WKU
defeat Cincinnati and the
University of the Cumber-

lands this past weekend
with two individual victories and a relay win.
Craddock set a new
pool record in the 100
free at 50.82 against the
Bearcats, a mark previously held since 2001 by
WKU Hall of Famer Brandi
Carey.
She then contributed
a split time of 22.65 as a
member of the 200 free
relay squad that finished
first and recorded a poolrecord time of 1:33.76.
Against the Lady Patriots,
Craddock took home the
title in the 500 free with a
time of 4:56.75 while coming in just .04 second off
the leader in the 50 free at
23.93.

VOLLEYBALL BRIEF

Veteran coach joins WKU volleyball staff
BY JONAH PHILLIPS

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

With nearly 20 years of Division I coaching experience
under his belt, Craig Bere
will join the WKU coaching
staff as an assistant coach
next season, as announced
by Head Coach Travis Hudson on Monday.
Most recently, Bere worked
as an assistant coach at
Notre Dame, but he served
as head coach at Southern
Indiana from 2002-03. His
full resume includes assistant coaching stints at

Louisville, LSU, Mississippi
State and Georgia Tech.
Bere, a Louisville native,
has been a part of five NCAA
Tournament teams, including four in Division I.
“I am beyond thrilled to
hire someone of Craig’s
caliber,” Hudson said in a
press release. “Obviously
he is a very accomplished
assistant at numerous stops
around the country, but
I think I am more excited
because he is an even better
person. I know what kind of
human being we are put-

ting around our players.
With Craig, you get a great
coach, a great recruiter and
a great person on top of it.
We couldn’t be more excited
about the impact that he is
going to have on WKU volleyball.”
Bere joins a program coming off its eighth NCAA Tournament appearance. The
team recorded its seventh
30-win season in school
history, while becoming
Conference USA RegularSeason Co-Champions and
Tournament Champions in

its first season in the league.
“Travis is a great coach,
incredible leader and an
amazing person,” Bere said in
a press release. “I am beyond
thrilled to be joining him and
his staff in one of the winningest programs, nationally.”
After spending the 2014
season in South Bend, Indiana, Bere helped the Irish
through their second year
of Atlantic Coast Conference
action. Prior to Notre Dame,
Bere spent time at Georgia
Tech (2008-13), where he
helped them qualify for

their first NCAA Tournament
in five years.
Bere began his coaching
career as a student assistant
in 1993 at Morehead State
while earning a Bachelor
of Arts in health education
with a minor in coaching
and a Master of Arts in
physical education. While on
staff with the Eagles, Morehead State captured the
1993 Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament title and finished as the regular season
runner-up in 1994.

FOOTBALL BRIEF

Five new players join WKU football program
BY JONAH PHILLIPS

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
On the first day of the spring
semester Head Coach Jeff
Brohm added five new student-athletes by way of transfer or early graduation to his
program—all of whom are immediately eligible for play next
season.
Defensive tackle Jontavious
Morris, defensive back Greg
Maclin and linebacker T.J. Mc-

Collum all join the program as
transfers from former Conference USA foe UAB. UAB President Ray Watts announced in
December that the university
would be cutting its football
program.
Morris heads to the Hill after three successful seasons
at UAB, only having one year
of eligibility left. He tallied 54
tackles in 35 games for the
Blazers over his career, while
in 2014 alone he started 11

of 12 games and recorded 20
tackles, two tackles for a loss,
blocked a kick and fumble returned for a touchdown.
Maclin joins the program
with two seasons in the defensive back rotation at UAB under
his belt. The safety finished his
sophomore season with 15 (12
solo) tackles, and comes with
two more years of eligibility.
McCollum joins the team after seeing action in 10 games
in 2014 for UAB, accumulating

seven tackles after being redshirted for the 2013 season.
He has three remaining years
of eligibility.
Along with the three transfers, two Kentucky All-State
players also joined the team.
Offensive lineman Cullen
Reynolds comes a semester early from MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins High School,
where three running backs
eclipsed 850 rushing yards this
season.

Glasgow High School running back Marquez Trigg
rounds out the early additions
to the Hilltopper squad. Trigg
tallied up an impressive 1,615
yards on 286 carries and 26
touchdowns as a senior as his
team posted an 8-4 record and
secured a first-round playoff
win.
The five join junior college
signee Sidney Hammond,
who was announced in December.
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TRACK & FIELD

Track and field look to keep
the ball rolling in Indiana
BY ALEXUS RICHARDSON

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

After just three weeks of competition, the WKU track and field teams
have tallied multiple Conference
USA honors and broke multiple top
marks in program history.
Head Coach Erik Jenkins, along
with his staff and team, are hoping to continue this trend as they
compete on Saturday at the Indiana
Relays in Bloomington, Indiana.
The young team—over half of
which are underclassmen—has
already had an impact on the program’s inaugural season in C-USA.
“I’d like to instill a culture early
in them of working hard, staying disciplined, understanding
what it takes to compete at a
higher level and understanding
the nuances of certain meets,”
Jenkins said. “This is probably the
absolute youngest team we’ve
had since I’ve been here, but I like
what they’re doing.”
Jenkins wants the team to improve
on what he calls “meet etiquette,”
or working on preparations during
meet time. This week’s competition
in Bloomington will be no different.
Jenkins expectations are high for
this team, as he believes they could

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Continued from SPORTS

make open shots, rebound and guard.”
The Lady Toppers are undefeated
at home this season, boasting an 8-0
record in Diddle Arena and winning
those games by an average of 33.2
points. WKU has won seven of eight
games at home by double digits this
year.
“It is huge, I mean home court advantage—any time you have the opportunity to fill that student section
up and people just coming out and
supporting, it’s huge,” Clark-Heard
said. “We are just looking forward to
that, for the girls to play at home and
to have that rowdy student section. It
is important.”
The team is now 17-3 or better
through 20 games for the sixth time
in program history and for the first
time since Clark-Heard joined the
staff.
WKU and Louisiana Tech (10-8, 5-2)
have combined for nearly 2,000 alltime wins and 44 NCAA Tournament
appearances, including three Final

BEYOND THE ARC
Continued from SPORTS

organizations and the Wounded Warriors Project, worked at the Lackland
Christmas Gift Wrapping and the
Lackland Angel Tree, collected trash
through Adopt-a-Highway, worked
Kelly Air Force Base Air Shows and
helped rebuild a kids playground at an
elementary school.
Locally, she has participated in the
annual Stuff the Bus drive to collect
school supplies for area children and
worked with the annual United Way
Day of Caring.
The Lady Topper captain’s determination and progression in each facet
outlined in the CLASS award exemplifies what Head Coach Michelle ClarkHeard pushes to get out of each of her
student athletes.
“I think it just speaks to the kind of
kids Coach Heard brings in,” Govan

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Continued from SPORTS

Senior T.J. Price is averaging 17.1
points per game and currently ranks
18th in the nation in three-point field
goal percentage, but has been hampered
after injuring both ankles in WKU's last
road trip to Florida. It has been the play
of Trency Jackson and sophomore Chris
Harrison-Docks that has filled the void
created by Price’s injuries.
Jackson has become the defensive
leader on one of the top defensive
teams in the conference. His teamhigh 19 steals and very vocal attitude
has lit a fire under the WKU defense,
all while averaging 9.9 points per
game.
Harrison-Docks scored a careerhigh six three-pointers and led WKU
with 20 points in his last game against
UTSA.
With Fant and Price performing at
historic levels and providing leadership for the younger players, the WKU
basketball program is reaping the fruits

be NCAA qualifiers.
While WKU’s team has been
at work for nearly a month, the
majority of the C-USA teams just
started competition this weekend
and won’t be showing off their full
potential—which prevents Jenkins
and his staff from getting an idea of
what they will be facing during the
championships.
“The majority of the league is so
new to us. We’re just trying to take
it all in, and do as much research on
the teams and the kids as we can.
It is a new learning experience for
us, but I’m excited about it,“ Jenkins
said.
The Indiana Relays are held at the
University of Indiana and will consist
of strictly Division I schools, where
as in the past, Division II schools
were present as well as individual
athletes.
On the University of Indiana’s
track, the WKU team will get its first
crack at a 200-meter bank track,
which is what they will compete on
in pre-conference championships in
Birmingham, Alabama, rather than
the 300-meter flat track they are
used to.
“I like where we’re going so far, but
we have to stay healthy and stay
humble.” Jenkins said.

Four appearances and one national
title game appearance from the Lady
Toppers.
“They are a tough team, and of
course like us, they have veterans,”
senior Alexis Govan said of Louisiana
Tech and its five senior players. “They
know how to play the game and they
want to win so this is going to be a battle. It is going to be a really good game
from a very good team.”
The Lady Toppers have won 27 of
their last 31 games, including 24 of
their last 27 regular season games.
At halftime of the Louisiana Tech
game, the 1994-95 Lady Topper Basketball team, known for winning the
Sun Belt Conference Tournament and
reaching the Sweet Sixteen after posting a 28-4 record, will be honored.
“It is a big deal, coming home,” Govan said. “We just are ready to get back
home, get that crowd behind us and
get back to work.”
The Louisiana Tech game is set to
start at 7 p.m. CT Thursday night, with
action picking back up on Saturday at
2 p.m. CT as part of National Girls and
Women in Sports Day.

said of receiving the nomination. “We
all do a lot for our communities back at
home but we try to give back to Bowling Green because Bowling Green has
given so much to us.”
The Senior CLASS (Celebrating
Loyalty and Achievement for Staying in School) Award winners will be
announced during the 2015 NCAA
Men's Final Four and NCAA Women's
Final Four. Each of the 30 candidate
classes will be narrowed to 10 finalists later in the regular season, and
those names will be placed on the official ballot.
Govan becomes the sixth WKU athlete since 2010 to earn candidacy for
the Senior CLASS Award, joining volleyball's Ashley Potts (2013), soccer's
Chrissy Tchoula (2013), baseball's Matt
Rice (2011) and Matt Payton (2010) and
football's Cam Clemmons (2014). Both
Potts and Payton were finalists for the
award in their respective sports.

of their labor.
"They lead more by example which
is fine. They are really starting to take
ownership in this team more so than
maybe earlier," Harper said. "I see
them really doing a good job talking
to the younger guys and trying to help
bring them along because they are
so important to us as well—It always
starts with your seniors. If you got good
seniors, you will have a chance to have
a good basketball team."
The Hilltoppers first game this week
will be at the Thomas Assembly Center in Ruston, Louisiana where the
Bulldogs have won 22-straight games.
Louisiana Tech (15-5, 6-1 C-USA) sits at
6-1 in C-USA play.
The Golden Eagles (6-12, 1-6 C-USA)
are the second road game this week for
the Hilltoppers, having just snapped a
nine-game losing streak after defeating
North Texas on Jan. 24.
"It's another opportunity for us to
go out and really pull away from the
pack,” Jackson said. "We are really
stoked about these games."
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» Swimming: Swim team travels to Marshall
as Craddock is honored as Conference USA
Swimmer of the Week PAGE B4

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

BEYOND THE ARC

Govan’s
touch
of class
recognized
BY JONAH PHILLIPS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

Despite dropping its first game last week since a

“They are a very athletic team,” Head Coach Mi-

Nov. 25 outing with ranked opponent Louisville, the

chelle Clark-Heard said of Louisiana Tech. “They are

Lady Topper basketball team comes into tonight’s

going to get up-and-down the floor, they are going

matchup against Louisiana Tech riding a 12-game

to press—and they have five seniors starting. They

Lady Topper basketball senior Alexis
Govan has managed
to return to the form
she was enjoying her
sophomore
season
that saw her average
20.3 points per game.
Govan played just
11 games in her junior campaign before
missing
two-thirds
JONAH
of the season due to
PHILLIPS a fracture in her left
tibia.
She currently leads WKU with an average of 17.1 points per game, and has
helped her team to a 17-3 record and
its first spot in the Associated Press top
25 since the 1997-98 season.
Her sophomore season was one for
the record books, with her 20.3 PPG
ranking fourth in program history
while her 671 points ranked sixth.
But her progression as an athlete has
been equally matched as a student
and as a role model for WKU fans.
Govan has earned a nomination
for the 2014-15 Senior CLASS Award,
making her one of just 30 Division I
players selected as a women's basketball candidate this season.
The only women’s player from the
Conference USA or the state of Kentucky to earn the nomination, she did
so by being a NCAA Division I athlete
and having “notable achievements” in
four areas of excellence: community,
classroom, character and competition.
The All-American candidate is working on her graduate degree after completing her bachelor’s degree in sports
management in just three and a half
years.
In her hometown of San Antonio, Govan has worked with Operation Warm
Heart, collected money at the San Antonio Military Car Show for military

home winning streak and one of the best starts in

know what it’s all about, and they are going to come

SEE BEYOND THE ARC PAGE B5

program history.

in and try to switch some things up on us defensive-

WKU sophomore guard Micah Jones tries to recover the offensive rebound against Baylor freshman point guard
Khadijiah Cave in an 87-74 loss in the first round of the 2014 NCAA Divison I Women's Basketball Championship, at
the Ferrell Center in Waco, Texas on Saturday, March 22, 2014. JEFF BROWN/HERALD

Home-Court
ADVANTAGE

Lady Toppers looking to stay perfect at home
BY JONAH PHILLIPS

rivalries in women’s college basketball, this being

SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

the teams’ 41st meeting.

WKU (17-3, 6-1) returns home for just the third

ly. We are just going to have to handle the pressure,

time in conference play for one of the most storied

SEE WOMEN'S BASKETBALL PAGE B5

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Tops battle for top spot in Conference USA
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The WKU basketball team sits atop
the Conference USA with a perfect 7-0
record in league play. After winning its
last nine games, the team sits at 14-5
overall, but its 3-3 away record will be
tested, this weekend, as they travel
to Ruston, Louisiana to take on La.
Tech—the second-ranked team in the
league.
The Hilltoppers face Louisiana Tech
on Thursday at 6 p.m. CT, before
clashing with Southern Miss on
Saturday at 5 p.m. CT in Hattiesburg.
"We're very excited. It's our biggest
game, since it's our next game," senior
guard Trency Jackson said. "This is a
huge game for us, and we know that.
We're ready to play ball."
Fellow senior George Fant has been
grabbing the headlines recently,

Dine-In • Carryout • Delivery

2450 Nashville Rd • 901-3637
HOME OF THE BIG RED ROOM
2631 Scottsville Rd • 782-9056
Carryout • Delivery

1200 Smallhouse Rd • 781-9898
Delivery Available with $8 Minimum Purchase

posting nine-straight double-doubles
and averaging 13.8 points and 8.7
rebounds, but the experience and
wisdom he has passed on to some of
WKU's younger players, this season, is
starting to make an impact.
Sophomore forward, Ben Lawson
has become the Hilltopper’s answer at
the center position, putting in crucial
minutes for the Toppers over the last
two games. Lawson contributed 10
points and five rebounds in 27 minutes
against UTEP and notched six points,
four rebounds and six blocks against
UTSA.
"He's been more active, and that's
what we have been looking for," Head
Coach Ray Harper said. "He's shown
flashes earlier in the season, and if he
can continue to do that, it really helps
us... We're going to need a good effort
from him Thursday evening."
WKU junior forward George Fant goes for a lay-up, aiding in a Topper win over Troy (81-76)

SEE MEN'S BASKETBALL PAGE B5 on Thursday Feb. 13, 2014 at Diddle Arena. JEFF BROWN/HERALD
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